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About This Game

Gameplay: In Nazi2 your goal is to get kills for score. Find weapons, use them to get more score and raise your kill counter.
As you get more kills, the town level will go up.. As the town level get's higher, more enemies will spawn and be harder to kill.

You start with 200 health and will find medpacks around the town. You also have a timer to keep track of your in-game
playtime.

How long will you survive?

---------------------------------------

Nazi 2 Added Features:

- Death Timer: You can now lose the game from the "death timer" if it hits 0.00. Every time you get a kill, time will be added to
the death timer.

- 3 Added Guns: Along with the old guns, we have now added the Welrod, De Lisle Carbine, and the Sten

- Gun nerfs / Buffs: All gun pickups now give you less ammo. Some guns such as the ppsh have been nerfed and others like the
kar98 have been buffed in dmg

- Buy guns / medpacks: Before you could pickup any gun free of charge. Now each gun pickup cost 100 score and medpacks
cost 200 score
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Title: Nazi 2
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
wraithgames
Publisher:
wraithgames
Release Date: 21 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Dual-Core 2GHz or AMD Dual-Core 2GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 400 series or AMD Radeon HD 6000 series, 1GB Video Card (Minimum Shader Model 2.0)

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers

English
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YAAAS! It's literally one of the first games I ever played as a kid, and playing it today it's so awesome to see how much it still
holds up. Sure, the resolution of the DOS version isn't exactly jaw dropping compared to todays standards, but considering it's
one of the first true 3D games for PC, it's amazing!. I'm only going to recommend this game because of its low price. It's a good
spaceship flying game for the most part, but it shows obvious signs of time crunch as once you get to the end of the Bora half of
the missions, things get ridiculous. For those who haven't played it, GalSpan and Bora are the two factions you can choose from,
each with its own ships, weapons and missions.

Firstly, there's a bug that crashes your game if you have a certain ship and try to fly to a certain galaxy for the first time. This
can be fixed by flying any other ship, but its not obvious and if you don't have the money to buy that ship, you have to cheat it
in.

Secondly there's the simple fact that the Bora faction wasn't given enough attention. While GalSpan has a variety of polished
spacecraft with diverse capabilities to suit your needs, as well as an equally broad selection of weapons that effectively fill many
roles needed in combat, the Bora ships are underpowered, slow, have poor shields, and Bora weapons are bad in a way that I will
elaborate on in the next few paragraphs.

You see, Bora weapons are supposed to be different from GalSpan. GalSpan possesses an extensive selection of missile and
torpedo weapons. Most torpedoes are unguided, save for one that doesn't lock on but instead has a fickle auto-lock feature that
sometimes makes it chase an enemy if you fire it in the general direction and cross your fingers. These weapons are made for
fighting stationary or large targets. There are also a number of missiles, which are guided and good for fighting other small
ships. The lasers and lone machine gun are balanced in damage and energy consumption, as well as what type of damage they do
(shield and hull; each weapon does different amounts to each). And finally you get this wonderful gravity ray that devours
energy and has pathetic range, but basically brings fighters to a grinding halt while you disembowel them with laser fire.

Then there's Bora. Their lasers are pretty good, except the Pulsar, which has high performance overshadowed by energy
consumption that could bleed an aircraft carrier dry. Nothing else matters. They have sappers, which are slow-moving, unguided
bombs that are too weak to do anything to large ships and basically impossible to land on small fighters. They have the railgun,
which is a hitscan weapon with pathetic range, that might be decent if it didn't require your entire ship's energy reserve to put
out enough damage to destroy one fighter (you routinely have to fight dozens). Mind you, ship energy reserves take several
minutes to fully recharge, and this isn't acceptable in combat. They also have unguided rockets, which are great for creating
clouds of futile spam-fire as the enemy fighters slip comfortably between each warhead without taking damage. Finally, they
have this strange smart-bomb type weapon that damages ships in a tiny radius in exchange for destroying your shields, leaving
you to easily be annihilated. Complete trash.

As I said, they have some lasers which are reasonable and the only real Bora weapons worth considering. But apparently
whoever designed Bora weapons designed their ships too, and wanted to make sure we literally had to use their poorly-thought-
out weapons by making the two "best" ships in the Bora arsenal with only a single laser weapon slot each, and 3 or 4 "missile"
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slots for lovely useless rockets and sappers. When you're playing as Bora, the weapons will make you beg for death, and death
will oblige FREQUENTLY and UNPREDICTABLY. You can have full shields and armor, fly up to an enemy at full speed and
ram them to death and lose 15% shields, then drift into a space station at 5mph and your shields will run away screaming and
your hull will take so much damage you can almost see it bleeding. This occurs sometimes with GalSpan, but is much rarer in
my experience.

I had to play the last two Bora missions using cheat codes (I was on easy difficulty). I tried every ship, with every combination
of weapons and wingmen I could, but Bora is designed to fail because Bora's entire existence is fundamentally a failure on the
part of NovaLogic. Now, we might be able to just assume that, since this game was released in 2000, that would explain the
difficulty. Games throughout the 80's and 90's were such an upcoming novelty that people would pay developers for the
privilege of being kicked in the teeth by ungodly game difficulty, sitting for hours to beat a single hard level, and I think it says
a lot about consumer intelligence that we don't put up with that crap nowadays. But the GalSpan missions were very much
doable, even if many of them gave me trouble on easy difficulty, so I could at least enjoy part of the game.

I would feel bad about Bruce Campbell taunting me for using cheat codes, but if NovaLogic hadn't made such a failure of the
Bora, I wouldn't have to.

I guess what I'm saying is, play it for GalSpan, don't expect anything from the trailer-trash Bora faction, and you'll probably find
it two bucks well spent.. Quite irritating sound-related crashes.. WITH THIS , JOJO! , I REJECT MY SOCIAL LIFE.

10\/10 Game.

Fingers are sticky and i don't regret \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING my cats.

. Wow! I'm a middle aged man..... Yet I have to admit this game is the most fun I've had with my vive! The premise is so silly,
but it's also hilarious. And the game play is super fun and frantic. This is now one of my go-to games to let people try when they
come over for a vive demo. Absoutely worth the purchase price.. Very meh. You don't need it unless you really want Poland or
just all the DLC.. great game, awesome gameplay, graphics and music. so much fun. only thing i feel it needs is multy player or
co-op mode.
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Warning! Installing the Space Shuttle cabin toy may lead to your truck blowing up, burning up, or falling to pieces at unexpected
moments! ;-). Was thinking this was more of a point&click from the descriptions. No, this is a platformer with the jumping via
arrow keys. So not for me. Pretty much just a cheap/short game for badge/trading card farming.. Reveling in its awfulness
doesn't make this any less horrible. While Elves Adventure is marginally successful as bizarre surreal psychological horror, it's
completely unplayable as a game.. game doesnt even start. So I love farming. I mean LOVE. So when I heard about Farming
Simulator I was happy. When I watched footage of this game I was blown away. I really love it, probably a huge competitor
against Farming Simulator. If it wasn't so buggy. All Ag sim games are glitchy, none of them as bug free as this one though. If
you want a good not buggy game get Farming Simulator 2013 and the More Realistic engine (Don't worry it only makes the
physics better). If you want a realistic farming game get this. Depends on what ya want, Ag Sim 2011 2013 or maybe even the
Professional Farmer series. Either way get FS or Ag Sim. i gurantee you won't be disappointed with either.. this game is so good
and it just came out but the models are a bit stuffed up but soon they will fix that and the fun land looks so cool from the video i
saw in game this game is so worth the wait to download. This game is absolutely amazing. It's the sort of game where you see
the high scores at first and think, "how did people ever get there?" and then with each session you notice your score getting
more and more digits. Easy to pick up, challenging to master, cute and funny and deceptively deep, complete with that Into the
Breach thing of constantly learning how different mechanics interact. More people desperately need to play this game.

NOTE: My playtime here is relatively short because I also play on my phone and tablet - taken together, my actual playtime
would be several times what you see on the stats here.. Glad to see a classic like this on steam. Played endlessly when it first
came out. Still one of the better city builders out there.. I have no clue what the ♥♥♥♥ is going on, but it's ♥♥♥♥ing brilliant!.
It's a retro pixel spacewar ripoff that kind of looks like it has CGA graphics but not really.

There's nothing new here and it's 2017. There's far better bullet hell/shmups out there.
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